
 

 

 

BART ROELANDS 
   

Thank you for reading my resume. My name is Bart Roelands and I am a freelance translator. I am 

a native Dutch speaker and translate from English to Dutch (and from Dutch to English). I translate 

books about programming, creative marketing and website copy, legal documents (such as sales 

agreements, employment contracts, business correspondence, etc.) and general texts. 

 

 

PERSONAL DETAILS    CONTACT DETAILS    

Full name: Bart Roelands    Phone:  +31 (0)6 27028768 

Age:  43     Email:  info@beecommunication.nl 

Gender: Male     Website: www.beecommunication.nl 

Nationality: Dutch     LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/bartroelands 

Country: The Netherlands   SOFTWARE     

        CAT:  Trados Studio 2017  

        Other:  MS Office, WordPress, OpenCart 

 

 

ABOUT MYSELF 

I am an enthusiastic person and I love languages. I enjoy translating because it gives me the chance to use my 

passion for words to bring across very diverse messages to my customer’s target audience. Every project I 

work on requires an understanding of the client’s product range, the way they communicate (formal or 

informal, for example) and who is going to read the translated texts. It makes me proud when customers tell 

me that I managed to bring across their message, not just simply translating 1:1. 

 

 

PREVIOUS WORK EXPERIENCE 

Before I became a freelance translator in 2010, I worked for the following companies: Nedis (www.nedis.nl) as 

Product Manager for consumer electronics, Trust (www.trust.com) as Market Analyst and ReplaceDirect 

(www.replacedirect.nl) as Category Manager for laptop, tablet and smartphone accessories. I enjoy working 

with the latest technology and the experience I gained working for these companies helped me in translating 

manuals for consumer electronics, product descriptions and marketing content for these kind of products. 
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WAI-SHAN CHAN 
 

 

Thank you for reading my resume. My name is Wai-Shan Chan and I am a freelance translator. I am 

a native Chinese speaker and translate from English to Chinese and from Dutch to Chinese (and vice 

versa). I can offer both Simplified and Traditional Chinese translations, which are always proofread 

by another native Chinese speaker. I mainly translate general texts, touristic information and 

descriptions (events, shopping, hotels, etc.), website content and business/company presentations. 

I also translate terms and conditions, privacy policies, terms of use, non-disclosure agreements, but 

no certified documents such as wills, marriage certificates, etc. as I am not a certified translator. 

 

 

PERSONAL DETAILS    CONTACT DETAILS    

Full name: Wai-Shan Chan   Phone:  +31 (0)6 27028768 

Age:  43     Email:  info@beecommunication.nl 

Gender: Female    Website: www.beecommunication.nl 

Nationality: Dutch      

Country: The Netherlands   SOFTWARE     

        CAT:  Trados Studio 2017   

       Other:  MS Office, WordPress, OpenCart 

 

 

ABOUT MYSELF 

I was born and raised in Hong Kong. In 2008, I moved to the Netherlands and in 2010, I started working as a 

freelance translator in my company BeeCommunication. I run BeeCommunication together with my Dutch 

husband and by combining our language skills, we are able to offer a wide range of language pairs for 

translations and proofreading. I deliver my work on time and always strive to make the text sound smooth and 

natural in the target language. 

 

 

MORE INFORMATION 

You can find more information about myself and my company BeeCommunication on our company website, 

www.beecommunication.nl. I also help design and build WordPress websites, which we do under our other 

business name BeeWebdesign. We offer multilingual websites using the WPML plugin; a great way to combine 

my language and webdesign skills. 
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